CLASS VI D PRESENTS

EXPRESSIONS
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Expressions!
Welcome Note
Hi everyone, and welcome to the E– Magazine
of class 6-D. This E– Magazine consists of various types of drawings, articles, poems and etc.
So what are we waiting for, let’s see it

ZOOM IN!
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Expressions!
Letter from the Class Teacher
The bond between the teachers and the students
is that of mutual love, ascent and everlasting
learning experiences. They dwell on each other’s
experiences and grow with each other’s learning.
It is rightly said:
“The teacher is the one who gets the most out
of the lessons, and the true teacher is the
learner ”
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Article By Rishit Sinha

FACTS ABOUT COVID-19
1.

Covid-19 is originally non-living but when it
comes in contact with its host it becomes living.

1.

Covid-19 dies at 8temperature 56 C.

2.

Covid-19 meansCo– Corona
D-Disease

4.

Vi– Virus
19– The year in which it came into existence

Because covid-19is similar to SARS. It is also called
SARS 2

4.

The recovery rate of covid-19 is greater than death
rate of covid-19 which means more people are
recovering than dying from covid-19

Poem by Rishit Sinha
कोयोना - कोयोना
अफ फस कयो ना
ककसी को बी हो ना
अफ फस कयो ना।
हाथ मभराओ ना
फाहय खाओ ना
फहुत हुआ मे योना
अफ फस कयो ना।
दयू - दयू यहो न
फाहय भत जाओ ना
सब्जी पर सफ धोना
अफ फस कयो ना।
सैननटाईज़

कयो ना।

क्वायं टाइन कयो ना।
भास्क ऩहनो ना
अफ फस कयो ना।
बाग जाओ ना
अये ओ कोयोना।

How can we
forget the
language we
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Poem by Ronit Chaudary
THE CORONA POEM

Corona is here, Corona is coming through
Roasting the world is such an easy thing
to do
The world might be sweet like curd
But still it is a teeny-tiny world!
Whatever I am, I am not fun
Humanity thinks they are going to win
And think me a little box of tin!
But they don’t know how dangerous I am
And I am filled with rage

Drawing by Ahaan Jain

Such a lovely
sea-shore
drawing!

Drawing by Saksham Narula

A 3-D Cube.
Wish I could
touch it!
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Drawing by Alisha Sarah Abraham

Birds! They are beautiful
creatures living on Earth.

Drawing by Ahaan Jain
Harry Potter!
Harry Potter is a fictional cartoon made by J.K
Rowling. It also has quite
a number of movies.
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Poem by Ananya Yadav

Drawing by Nitya Sharma

Lockdown is a scary time,
So I thought I could write a rhyme;
To put smile on lots of faces,
From around the world in lots of places.
Missing my buddies and playing out,
It really makes me wantto shout,
Nannies and grandads can’t see me,
But safety is the key.
Watching movies on Disney Plus,
Stops us making such a fuss.
Eating ice cream in the garden,
Makes us burp but we
say pardon.
Missing our friends and all our teachers,
Watching YouTube to see who features,
In the videos that set us challenges,
Hope no one fails and ends up in bandages.
Lockdown is a scary time,
YouTube, Netflix and Prime

Drawings by Alisha Sarah Abraham

What’s an art
without
colours!
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Drawing by Eshaan Chhabra

Big, but colorful vulture

Drawing by Ronit Chaudary

I hope
humanity
wins
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Drawing by Nitya Sharma

A great art!

Drawing by Adwita Prasad

East or West,
A green scenery is the best

Made by Rahini

Craft is a great
talent!
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Made by Adhyan Singh

Beautiful glass
bottle!

Drawing by Saksam Narula

A realistic
statue figure!

Drawing By Adhyan Singh

There is always
something hidden
in art. May it be
a boat, or a
colourful sea!
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Article by Simone Mahindru
Hey there students! Let’s start our article with a recall from the year …….2018. Had
you even fantasied anything that’s happening today in the past year, I am pretty sure
that idea would not have taken even a tinny tiny space in your brain! But let’s just imagine that you had thought of it; what would be the first expression that would had
come under your attention, as per me the word would be….ADVANCED. Can you tell
why so? Of course because of seeing the technology transfer so rapidly; ….BUT….as
the year came closer, rather than relishing and adoring a better and more comfortable
life we established a boom or a ban in the form of a deadly virus also known as the
COVID-19 VIRUS
Now what is this covid- 19? It is pandemic viruses whose main symptoms are cold and
cough. Some additional symptoms are fever, dry cough, sore throat, tiredness and headaches. Through the symptoms we can comprehend that this isn’t such a toxic disease so,
why is it so hazardous after all? The response is modest; that if it wasn’t a big deal, with
the signs of a common cold why we called it corona virus we would have called it a
common cold ……BUT THEN AGAIN … IT HAD NO ANTIDORT! And with scientists still cracking their brains this virus found its way from china to distress the
whole world. Now what was its other problem rather than the cure? This was a communicative disease which means it is shifted for one individual to another, for example the
effected person’s sneeze can affect the healthy person. So now with this kind of situation the doctors scientists and government authorities together

decided the conclusion to this trap through a only manner which was -1st try to defend
the people who are not effected and 2nd try to cure the people who are effected.
Through this way we the citizens who are not affected are in there homes and are not allowed to be going .Now with this type of struggle the period was said to be a lockdown.
Till now the floating island or Australia has the least cases and seeing this we all are encouraged to go against this virus and finish it off; though our success of forming a vaccine .
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